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“The LinxSIM 4G data SIM’s 
can be used across Europe 
(EU28). Pay only for the 4G 
data being used; no monthly 
subscription fees!.” 
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Our LinxSIM service helps enterprises 
securely connect IoT and M2M devices 
with their infrastructure using our 
“subscription-less” 4G Data SIM’s. 

A. IoT/M2M 4G/LTE Connectivity Challenges 

Most 4G/LTE data offerings are based upon monthly 

subscriptions. But what about devices which are not (yet) 

active? Or what if you have no clue how a device will connect 

to the internet and your cloud infrastructure? E.g. via 4G, fixed 

internet or Wi-Fi? Or what with different kinds of devices with 

different data usage patterns?  

B. Introducing LinxSIM 

With our LinxSIM 4G Data offering you pay a small one-time 

activation fee per SIM card. Next you buy a 4G Data package-

e.g. 10GB- which you can attribute to one SIM card … or a 

group of SIM cards. The 4G data you bought stays valid for 24 

months and can be used across Europe (EU28). 

That’s it: no monthly subscription fees, no fees when 
devices are not active, never pay (too much) for mobile 
data you don’t use. 

C. But There Is More! 

We developed our LinxSIM offering specifically for Linxs -yes, 

LinxSIM is included with every Linxs device-. But because of 

the many questions we got from our customers, we’re 

offering now LinxSIM as a stand-alone solution. 

And, yes, LinxSIM works with any IoT or M2M device! 

Via the ‘LinxSIM Data Management Platform’ you can manage 

your (group of) SIM cards, delete or activate SIM cards, add 

data limitations, etc. You can even reload your LinxSIM cards 

via this platform. 

D. Too Good To Be True? 

More info about our LinxSIM offering including the most 

recent pricing you can find on the LinxSIM web-site @ 

www.linxs.io/pages/data-sim. Order your LinxSIM card(s) today 

and find out why thousands of devices are already powered by 

LinxSIM.

Technical 

Specifications 

LINXSIM 4G/LTE SIM CARD 

LinxSIM is available in mini- and 

micro-SIM formats. Contact us for 

other formats. LinxSIM can be used 

across Europe (EU28); no M2M data-

roaming charges do apply. And 

LinxSIM supports multi-carrier; 

LinxSIM will automatically switch 
between carriers based upon 

network strength and quality. 

DATA MANAGEMENT PLATFORM  

The LinxSIM 4G/LTE Data 

Management Platform allows you to 

manage your LinxSIM cards via the 

Cloud: activate/deactivate cards, 

check the data-usage of one card or 
a group of cards, create alarms in 

case certain 4G data-limits are 

reached, …. .  Via this platform you 

can create your own groups of 

LinxSIM cards whereby you have the 

possibility to allocate 4G data to 

each individual card … or a group of 

cards. We offer LinxSIM both as a 
pre-paid or post-paid service, 

depending on your requirements!

http://www.linxs.io/pages/data-sim
http://www.linxs.io/pages/data-sim
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A. LinxSIM FAQ 

Outside Europe? LinxSIM can only be used to work in the EU28 countries. We do have other 
worldwide solutions; contact sales@linxs.io for more info. 

Does LinxSIM supports “sim swaps”? LinxSIM is based upon the new EUICC SIM card standard. This 
means you can swap from operator without physically replacing the SIM card.  

What are the hidden costs? None. You only pay for the mobile data you’re using. There is no fee for 
using the Linxs Device Management Platform for managing your SIM cards. 

No monthly subscription fees? No. LinxSIM has no hidden costs and no subscription fees. 

Can 4G data be shared among different LinxSIM cards? Yes. We call this “pooled data”. You can 
e.g. buy 10GB of data and share this data between 100 LinxSIM cards. And buy an extra bundle of 
10GB of data when your bucket is empty after e.g. 6 months. 

How long stays the 4G data we buy valid? The 4G data stays valid for a period of 24 months. After 
24 months your 4G data bucket will be reset to zero. 

Activation fees per LinxSIM card? The standard one-time activation fee per card is 10€ and includes 
the physical LinxSIM card. 

Do you offer LinxSIM postpaid solutions? Yes we do. In such case we will always work with a 
payment guarantee. Contact us via sales@linxs.io for more information. 

Do you offer LinxSIM volume discounts? We do no offer volume discounts for quantities <1000 
LinxSIM cards. Interested in buying more cards? Please send us a mail via sales@linxs.io . 

B. LinxSIM Business Case Example 

A company has a fleet of devices spread across Europe. The one-time activation fee per LinxSIM card 
is 10€. The average 4G data consumption per device is 1GB per year. The EU28 LinxSIM 4G data cost 
per GB is 10€. 

The total LinxSIM cost over 36 months per device is 10€ activation fee + 3 x 10€ = 30€ 4G data fee 
or 40€ in total. This corresponds to a monthly fee per LinxSIM card of 40€/36 = 1.1€. But remember: 
if a card is not used there will be no 4G data cost! 

Contact us if you need advise regarding your LinxSIM business case at sales@linxs.io . 

“The LinxSIM 4G Data SIM 
works with any IoT device 
and is centrally managed 
via the LinxSIM Data 
Management platform.”

LinxSIM Additional Information
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